
Gross domestic product (GDP) by metropolitan area (millions of current dollars)
  St George, UT MSA
  Levels
  Bureau of Economic Analysis

Category % of 
Total St George 

MSA GDP 
(2016)

Growth Rate 
2001 to 2016

All industry total $2,040 $4,690 $5,129 100% 251%
  Private industries $1,800 $4,137 $4,556 89% 253%
    Agriculture, forestry, fishing, and hunting
      Farms $1 $4 0.1% (2015)

      Forestry, fishing, and related activities
    Mining, quarrying, and oil and gas extraction $38 $34 1%
      Oil and gas extraction $1
      Mining (except oil and gas) $36
      Support activities for mining $1
    Utilities $11 $45 $47 1% 427%
    Construction $194 $372 $448 9% 231%
    Manufacturing $111 $266 $285 6% 257%
      Durable goods manufacturing $82 $213 $226 4% 276%
        Wood product manufacturing $8 $7
        Nonmetallic mineral product manufacturing $10 $44
        Primary metal manufacturing
        Fabricated metal product manufacturing $20 $57
        Machinery manufacturing $1 $3
        Computer and electronic product manufacturing $9 $38
        Electrical equipment, appliance, and component manufacturing
        Motor vehicles, bodies and trailers, and parts manufacturing $9
        Other transportation equipment manufacturing $5
        Furniture and related product manufacturing $11 $25
        Miscellaneous manufacturing $12 $23
      Nondurable goods manufacturing $29 $53 $59 1% 203%
        Food and beverage and tobacco products manufacturing $13
        Textile mills and textile product mills
        Apparel, leather, and allied product manufacturing
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        Paper manufacturing
        Printing and related support activities $2 $5
        Petroleum and coal products manufacturing $1 $2
        Chemical manufacturing $19 $20
        Plastics and rubber products manufacturing $1 $4
    Wholesale trade $50 $125 $141 3% 282%
    Retail trade $269 $417 $464 9% 172%
    Transportation and warehousing $132 $338 $347 7% 263%
      Air transportation
      Rail transportation $1 $9
      Water transportation
      Truck transportation $50 $90
      Transit and ground passenger transportation $17
      Pipeline transportation $5
      Other transportation and support activities $12
      Warehousing and storage $60
    Information $92
      Publishing industries (except Internet) $22
      Motion picture and sound recording industries $12 $15
      Broadcasting (except Internet) and telecommunications $17
      Data processing, hosting, and other information services $1
    Finance, insurance, real estate, rental, and leasing $494 $1,063 $1,108 22% 224%
      Finance and insurance $136 $291 $320 6% 235%
        Monetary Authorities - central bank, credit intermediation, and related services$114 $161
        Securities, commodity contracts, and other financial investments and related activities
        Insurance carriers and related activities $17 $41
        Funds, trusts, and other financial vehicles
      Real estate and rental and leasing $357 $773 $788 15% 221%
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        Real estate $292 $716
        Rental and leasing services and lessors of nonfinancial intangible assets$65 $56
    Professional and business services $101 $374 7% 370%
      Professional, scientific, and technical services $58 $197 $234 5% 403%
      Management of companies and enterprises $10 $8 0% 80%
      Administrative and support and waste management and remediation services$33 $114 $132 3% 400%
        Administrative and support services $29 $106
        Waste management and remediation services $4 $8
    Educational services, health care, and social assistance $169 $564 $641 12% 379%
      Educational services $4 $22 $22 0% 550%
      Health care and social assistance $165 $542 $619 12% 375%
        Ambulatory health care services $84 $205
        Hospitals, nursing, and residential care facilities
        Social assistance
    Arts, entertainment, recreation, accommodation, and food services $123 $293 $305 6% 248%
      Arts, entertainment, and recreation $17 $50 $55 1% 324%
        Performing arts, spectator sports, museums, and related activities $11 $18
        Amusement, gambling, and recreation industries $6 $31
      Accommodation and food services $106 $244 $250 5% 236%
        Accommodation $46 $92
        Food services and drinking places $60 $152
    Other services (except government and government enterprises) $90 $200
  Government and government enterprises $241 $553 $574 11% 238%
    Federal civilian $35 $64
    Military $17 $38
    State and local $189 $451

Source: US Bureau of Economic Analysis


